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Dear Friends,
It’s been a few weeks since I have created this thread:

2012 Nexus Event – Unknown Form of Energy comes our way!

I believe that we are moving into something wonderful in 2012 but only if we show ourselves 
worthy of it.

There is plenty that we still have to do, for such a short period of time. 

Our Word is changing minute by minute. We are receiving new energy from outside and its 
changing the fundamental structure of our Solar System. The density between the 
dimensions is weakening and we are starting to feel the clear connection between them. 

My perspective was and still is that everything is alive in the Universe. Every single spark 
of life or manifestation vibrates, pulsates and communicates with everything else in the 
Universe.

So we are all connected, and we are starting to feel that connection. 

I believe that we are at the end of Long Cycle and most of us are facing Evolution. 

The Matrix is rearranging it self, both in the Light and the Dark Side.

I believe that we are facing a choice that we have to take. 

I hope it will be the right one.

We have only less then four years till the day that it was depicted in the Crop Formations 
on which we are seeing clearly the mass expansion of our Sun. 

It does not take to be an astrophysicist to determine what kind of implications such an 
event can bring to our planet.

Our scientists had already detected that there is something extraordinary going on in the 
center of the Milky Way.

The ETs are showing us when the cosmic beams that I call Nexus event will be visible 
from Earth.

There are ones who consider that my download is simply result of Project Blue Beam or 
simple micro-chip manipulations of malevolent extraterrestrial groups.

I’m aware of all of them, and much more than I  like to reveal and I can assure you that this 
is not the case.
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I have solid experience with this and I can determine from where the input is coming. 

We have powerful security system that is called emotions. 

If the download from the Psionic Field is false or has aggressive or has bad intentions your 
heart immediately senses this. 

That is why keeping the pure heart at all cost is so important. We hold the basic substance 
of Universe and we have everything we need, we just don’t realize this.

"They" insist that we pay attention to fractal geometry. From my point of view this download 
is solid. The data is real and it is alarming (sounding an alarm about) of possible 2012-2013 
catastrophes if we do not do something about it!

From the bottom of my heart, I believe that planetary meditation is just a start. 

It will start as test or experiment, but it will soon transform into something surprisingly 
powerful. 

It will change the reality of this world, Our Planet will start to vibrate with light. Even the 
people who will walk on the street will feel the difference.

My friend thinks that we can either choose to heal our planet or either to live (leave) it 
forever as a race when the Nexus as depicted in the crop formation will come. 

I believe that we can achieve both.

In any case, I have achieved what I came here to achieve. I have delivered the message. 

I hope we will have strength to resolve our differences, to unite as ONE and to show our true 
DIVINE NATURE that is hidden deep inside every each of us.

Thanks to everyone who helped in creation of this thread and who helped this message 
and perspective to reach as many people as possible.

Happy New Year Everyone! - "Astralwalker".
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Introduction:
This book is in reality an electronic file containing excerpts and raw material from a Project 
Camelot/Project Avalon forum discussion titled "2012 Nexus Event - Unknown form of 
energy coming our way.”
It follows “Book One” - which is a similar file covering the first seven electronic pages of 
discussion (yielding over 300 pages for that particular Portable Document Format [.pdf] file). If 
you have not already done so, and in order to read this file in context, you can download the 
first file (it's free) by clicking on this link
These “books” are made available free of charge for educational and informational purposes 
only. Their content is not necessarily endorsed by the providers of the Project Camelot/Project 
Avalon web sites, and the opinions expressed are those of the authors and contributors.
Instead of the chronological approach of the first book, this one has been divided into subject 
areas with appropriate headings. Posts related to those subjects have been combined (some 
have been slightly edited) but the originals can be seen on the forum. Their placement there 
is designated as 00/000 where 00/ is the forum page number and /000 is the post number 
(e.g. 7/25 or 10/259). The reference numbers have been hyperlinked for quick access.
Multiple supporting links are included in the various posts so you can use your own discretion 
in doing follow-up research. It should also be understood that any decisions or actions you 
might take and the associated consequences as a result of reading and researching this 
material are your sole responsibility.
The forum thread was started by a person with the user name “Astralwalker” and he is 
credited as the “author” of these books – however, there are many other subscribers to this 
thread, and their input and user names are included as part of the organic flow of the 
discussion.
These books have been rough-edited (from the thread) and compiled as .pdf documents by 
Michael Knight, (“Startrekka” on the forum), publisher and editor of “Earth Change Report.”
Michael Knight has been a reporter/writer/documentary director ("Contact Has Begun") since 
1960. His current Internet work and interest is Earth Changes - in particular the provision of 
information that will help you prepare for events that are either under-reported or deliberately 
downplayed, if not ignored, by the mainstream media.
The purpose behind providing these free ebooks is to give forum subscribers and others 
interested in this information the ability to store these files on their own computers so they can 
be studied at leisure either off line or on line (in order to follow the many links).
Note that English is not Astralwalker's first language, therefore there are occasional grammar 
and spelling issues. Some slight editing has been done for clarity and flow – however, unless 
you are one of those who think that English should be the only language in the world of the 
Internet, this will not be an impediment. (It's the message that's important).
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Foreword
by Michael Knight: Some years ago I worked with Dr Roger Nelson of Princeton University 
on a series of articles he wrote about the "Global Consciousness Project." 
The hypothesis, in layman's terms, is that people's minds and thoughts are interconnected - 
and this can be measured and graphed (sometimes in advance of significant events). 
This rigorous investigation has very important implications for the "Nexus Project." 
"Our purpose" (writes Dr Nelson)  "is to examine subtle correlations that may reflect the 
presence and activity of consciousness in the world. When millions of us share intentions and 
emotions the GCP/EGG network shows small changes that accumulate, becoming 
evidence for our general hypothesis."
Global Consciousness Graph
"This figure," says Dr Nelson, "represents the (10 year) history of our formal hypothesis testing. 
It displays the cumulative deviation of results from chance expectation (shown as the 
horizontal black line at 0 deviation). Truly random data would produce a jagged curve with no 
slope, wandering up and down around the horizontal. The dotted smooth curves show the 
0.05 and 0.001 probability envelopes that help to define significant versus chance excursions. 
"The jagged red line shows the accumulating excess of the empirically normalized Z-scores 
relative to expectation for the complete dataset of rigorously defined events. The overall 
result is highly significant. The odds against chance are about a million to one." 
(emphasis added).

 

What this means, at least in my layman opinion, is that our minds both create and can modify 
the future. Which is exactly what "The Nexus Project" intends to do. 
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The thrust of Book One – and now this file as well – is that Planet Earth is approaching a 
point in time when it will be under extreme stress as a result of its transit through certain 
space co-ordinates.
That stress is already being felt world wide in the form of increasing earthquakes, volcanic 
activity, melting ice caps and so forth.  
These are life-threatening and often life-taking Natural disasters – and the indications 
are that there is worse to come – perhaps the worst of it in 2012 if not sooner.
Nevertheless, there IS something that can change or modify the future –  the power of the 
human mind. 
NOW – multiply the power of one by the power of thousands or tens of thousands – all 
focused on a common theme...healing the world, saving the planet. 
(If you don't think a planet that is currently filthy with discarded garbage, her oceans and 
atmosphere full of toxins and poisons, her list of endangered species growing by the minute 
while the most thoughtless species of all conducts endless wars... needs saving ....well...think 
again. What we've created thoughtlessly we must now deal with mindfully).
On the other hand, if you know that the planet itself is alive - but in need of some serious help 
- well, let's imagine all such like-minded people choosing to take part in a global event – 
gathering at the world's sacred sites (where vortexes of energy exist and further enhance 
such endeavors), all  seeing Planet Earth (and themselves) surviving whatever storms are 
coming and emerging on the other side as transformed and healthy entities – united by love 
of Mother Earth.

She needs it. 

Sincerely.
Michael Knight.
Editor - Earth Change Report.
Director - "Contact Has Begun"
Author: "Earth Changes Mind Matters."
Author: "How To Survive Earth Changes, Economic Depression and Martial Law."

Note: To reduce the file size of this free book and the mounting expense of bandwidth not all 
images from  the forum have been included.  Nevertheless, there are costs involved - so while 
these Nexus ebooks will remain free to all, donations (or purchase of the ebooks mentioned in 

the page footers) are certainly welcome. Thank you. 
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We pick up the thread as forum subscribers are figuring out where those sacred sites might 
be...the last words from Book One being from Astralwalker: 

"The situation is becoming ripe, so we have to start preparing!"

"We are on the door of something wonderful and something extraordinary! So do not fear. 
Awake, remember, step forward, get together, unite and let’s do this!

"Let the Light from the Creator shine upon all of you!"
 - Astralwalker 
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Piers2210: 10/245

Dear Astralwalker and fellow Avalonians, can i say that this thread is the most important 
product on this subject ever because it brings everything together in one place - the input 
from everyone on this forum in addition to you Astralwalker has been exceptional, here's 
hoping it continues apace this year. 

But.....

I have noticed recently on this tread a tendency to "complicate" things....can we keep the 
message simple?

If we want to get the "message" across to as many as possible (and I know you do) and 
increase the vibrational level across the world, people need a very simple message about 
what to do in the coming times....can you bear this in mind in your coming postings about 
the meditation plans? I am getting worried that i might "get it wrong" when the day (or days) 
to meditate comes around...please assure us that it will be easy to follow. 

I say "keep it simple" from years of experience traveling around the world to well over 100 
countries on projects, and success was only ever achieved when the message was simple, 
failure was always assured if the message got complicated. 

Sadly, many people are not that smart and intelligent. It's not their fault because they have 
been poisoned by chemicals in food and mind programming on TV, and thus in order for you 
to carry as many as possible with you we must be clear and simple.

We are not all spiritually enlightened like you and Phied Piper, but we all want to provide 
input as best we can to change the world we live in! I like many am in awe of your 
spirituality....

I for one have come to this "awakening" late.  I never knew of the 2012 nexus until a year 
ago, even though I have read spiritual writings for years, but I'm here now like many others 
just arriving. We are all learning and awakening our consciousness (the "awareness of 
becoming aware" as the late great Ian Lungold once said), so please help us....

Looking forward with great love and excitement to your coming postings....hope you don't 
mind me outlining my fears and worries.... 
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Astralwalker: 10/250

I totally agree that we have to keep this as simple as possible. 

It is hard for me, since there is much that I still do not understand. As I said earlier I do not 
know all the answers of the Universe, I’m not teacher, not a messiah, not a prophet, not a 
merit and not a spiritual authority what so ever.

I am what I am, I'm momentary in this body and I have dedicated my existence here to help 
in the transformation process of this Planet and the Life force present here, as we are 
approaching at the end of Great Cycle – 2012 Nexus Event.

I’m aware that the process of learning never stops, and everyday I assimilate, I grow more 
both intellectually and spiritually, and I’m replacing old input that was proven wrong or false 
presented and I move on…on my path.

As I can see lately, more and more are starting to walk in the same direction.

I think that I had figured out the basics, how they did it in the past…

It will take a time to construct good presentation for it, but I will try do assemble it as soon 
as possible. 

To understand all this that we are doing, we have to back in time, search the ancient 
temples and the knowledge that is left there.

So to understand about the future we first have to travel back in time...

I hope you will enjoy this ride...

I will put UNDER CONSTRUCTION line so people will be aware that is not finished and that 
It will be updated.

Sacred Sites
Borobudur Temple Indonesia
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- UNDER CONSTRUCTION-

This is Borobudur Temple in Indonesia

Officially, Borobudur is a ninth-century Mahayana Buddhist monument in Magelang, Central 
Java, Indonesia. But, it is much older then that. The monument complex comprises six 
square platforms topped by three circular platforms, and is decorated with 2,672 relief 
panels and 504 statues of Rama citizens. A main dome, located at the center of the top 
platform, is surrounded by 72 Rama citizens seated inside perforated stupa.
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As I was saying earlier, the whole Buddha Tradition we today know of, or the stories that are 
false presented before us, are all twisted upside down. It’s deliberately presented in that 
way, so we do not see the clear picture. 
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Because, once we understand our past, we will understand how the dynamics of these 
physical bodies that we are in now, works and how to free ourselves from the Elite control 
using the natural Chi energy that flows everywhere. 

So there is not one Buddha. There was whole race of Buddhas. 

And I can tell you for sure…they certainly were not primitive…they absolutely knew what 
they were doing, when they created their monumental structures that are in fact devices for 
generating huge amounts of mana (or pure prana if you like) into one place.
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I have studied their monuments and I have discovered that they used sharp spikes (to serve 
as antennas) to cut the scalar waves from the surrounding space, to direct them down 
towards the device and distribute them towards all meditators.

Does it start to make sense?

Not yet, but it will start to make sense very soon.

They were all tuning into the Planetary Psionic Field just the same as people go to Internet 
Cafe to connect to the Internet.
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It’s all there, we are just not looking. But before you look, you have to break down all your 
previous belief systems, religion stuff and false generated input. And once you remove that 
from your sight, you start to see clearly and only what is.

They constructed some of those monuments with pure psychokinetic energy (but before you 
start to laugh please let me finish), and they knew perfectly what they are building. They 
understood the Geometry, the structure, the elements that are needed, the directions and 
distribution of the Chi flow, the Structure of Matter.
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And they were using sound (that is why there are so many bells that generated the correct 
sound effect) to penetrate to Earth’s energy field. Not to mention the importance of the 
proportions of their MANA GENERATORS – their Yantras and Mandalas. The perfect 
geometry of the whole structure. And the most important thing…they used all this to 
generate or project psionic energy of the consciousness.

 

They were all tuning into Oneness, and traveled into higher realms of reality through these 
giant devices. 
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There is no clear understanding of planetary mediation (meditation) if we do not understand 
those ancient dynamics and how they did it. It’s all there. We just have to start looking for 
answers to our questions…is simply there… staring into our face. 
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Just like in a circuit board…there are rules in which directions the electrical currents will flow, 
all according to the elements involved in its design.

It's all there, we just have to copy it and study it. They hold all the clues of how psionic 
energy can be generated, focused and projected.

Under construction… 
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On Google Earth
Also "under construction" are place-marked sacred sites around the world using Google Earth. (One 
image included. More at 7/158)
The foll

If anyone has skill and knowledge in mapping the ancient sites, he/she is most welcomed to 
do so.

Then we will check the locations using The Code for confirmation.

Thanks,
Astralwalker 

To which Galaxy Girl responded ( 8/182 )with the following: 

Hi Astralwalker . . . a couple of weeks ago I received an email outlining the 
dates/times/locations that Mayan Elder Hunbatz Men selected for full moon meditations 
between now and 2012. I thought the sites he selected might be useful in your mapping. I 
notice the first site on his list is ANGKOR WAT
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Sacred Sites by Country/List

GRAND MAYA ITZA COUNCIL FULL MOON CEREMONY CALENDAR

No. Of Moon SACRED SITE COUNTRY FULL MOON DATE Cycles/Months
No. 1 - 1 ANGKOR CAMBODIA November 13, 2008 
No. 2 - 2 ASTRAKHAN RUSSIA December 12, 2008 
No. 3 - 3 BASRA IRAQ January 11, 2009 
No.4 - 4 BLYTHE, CA USA February 9, 2009 
No. 5 - 5 BUNDOOMA AUSTRALIA March 11, 2009 
No. 6 - 6 CAHOKIA, IL USA April 9, 2009 
No. 7 - 7 CARNAC FRANCE May 9, 2009 
No. 8 - 8 COBA MEXICO June 7, 2009 
No. 9 - 9 COPAN HONDURAS July 7, 2009 
No. 10 - 10 CUNAGUA CUBA August 6, 2009 
No. 11- 11 CHACO CANYON USA September 4, 2009 
No. 12 - 12 CHICHEN ITZA MEXICO October 4, 2009 
No. 13 - 13 DEBRECEN HUNGARY November 2, 2009 
No. 1 - 14 ESFAHAN IRAN December 2, 2009 
No. 2 - 15 GRAN PIRAMIDE EGYPT December 31, 2009 KEOPS 
No. 3 - 16 GUAYAMA PUERTO RICO January 30, 2010 
No. 4 - 17 HATOR DENDERA EGYPT February 28, 2010
No. 5 - 18 HELFRANTZKIRCH GERMANY March 30, 2010 
No. 6 - 19 IZMIR TURKEY April 28, 2010 
No. 7 - 20 JIBHAFANTA MONGOLIA May 27, 2010
No. 8 - 21 KALACMUL MEXICO June 26, 2010 
No. 9 - 22 KRAPINA CROATIA July 26, 2010 
No. 10 - 23 KURUMAN S. AFRICA August 24, 2010
No. 11 - 24 LATAKIA SYRIA September 23, 2010 
No. 12 - 25 LHASA TIBET October 23, 2010 
No. 13 - 26 LUBAANTUN BELIZE November 21, 2010 
No.1 - 27 MACHU PICCHU PERU December 21, 2010 
No. 2 - 28 MALAKAL SUDAN January 19, 2011 
No. 3 - 29 MAORI NEW ZEALAND February 18, 2011
No. 4 -30 MEXIANA BRAZIL March 19, 2011 
No. 5 - 31 MIXCO VIEJO GUATEMALA April 18, 2011 
No. 6 - 32 MOUNDVILLE, AL USA May 17, 2011 
No. 7- 33 NAMPULA MOZAMBIQUE June 15, 2011 
No. 8 - 34 OLLANTAYTAMBO PERU July 15, 2011 
No. 9 - 35 PARANA ARGENTINA August 13, 2011 
No. 10 - 36 PIRAMIDES DE SPAIN September 12, 2011 GUIMAR 
No. 11 - 37 SERPENT MOUND USA October 12, 2011 
No. 12 - 38 SILSBURY HILL ENGLAND November 10, 2011 
No. 13 - 39 SIPAN PERU December 10, 2011 
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No. 1 - 40 STONEHENGE ENGLAND January 9, 2012 
No. 2 - 41 SURAKARTA INDONESIA February 7, 2012 
No. 3 - 42 TAJ MAHAL INDIA March 8, 2012 
No. 4 - 43 TANGER ALGERIA April 6, 2012 
No. 5 - 44 TAZUMAL EL SALVADOR May 6, 2012
No. 6 - 45 TEOTIHUACAN MEXICO June 4, 2012 
No. 7 - 46 TIHUANAKU BOLIVIA July 3, 2012 
No. 8 - 47 TIKAL GUATEMALA August 2, 2012
No. 9 - 48 TONGARIYAMA JAPAN August 31, 2012 
No. 10 - 49 TUCUPITA VENEZUELA September 30, 2012 
No. 11 - 50 UXMAL MEXICO October 29, 2012
No. 12 - 51 VAASA FINLAND November 28, 2012 
No. 13 - 52 VIJAYANAGAR INDIA December 28, 2012 

Startrekka 8/187

As one who has had little to do with sacred sites but who has great respect for Gaia, I did 
some research on "energy grids" because if I am to participate in this healing project, I 
would like to have sufficient knowledge to have some idea of what I'm doing.

By that I mean, what is the power of my mind capable of doing to the energy grid of the 
planet?

And why are there sacred sites in the first place?

This Youtube item helped immensely. 
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Astralwalker  7/161

It is interesting…Angkor Wat in Cambodia, the roads from the Temple are completely align 
with the North and South Pole. Using the Greenwich Primary Meridian, I mean the default 
Longitude and Latitude grid this is simply not visible. I have followed a Meridian that I 
created myself starting from the Angkor Wat and I went straight up and ended up on the 
exact North Pole and when I followed the line I a come exactly on the other side on the 
exact South Pole.
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If the structure was built just a little aside in any direction, it would have missed the North 
and the South Pole. 

Incredible. 

Not to mention over 70 pyramids in China. Some of them are huge! 

It's all there people. They are not even hiding it. But we are not looking for them.

They can not say to you…Look we been lying to you for at least 60 years, the history of our 
planet is different, your belief systems are all false and in fact everything you consider as 
normal reality is false. 

I believe the center of the Angkor Wat has many clues. 

We have to make some measurements and calculations, to try with the Fibonacci sequence 
and to see what structure we can find on those location. There are codes inside the codes 
and all of them have to be discovered. 

No backing up now…we have started this…we are going to finish it!

Respect,
Astralwalker 

Kathleen: For those of us in the mid-west USA, Rattlesnake and Monk's Mounds are part of 
the Cahokia Mounds in Illinois. This is a very sacred site! 

Thank you again most respected Astralwalker for remembering these sites! 
 
Here's a link to the Cahokia Mounds State Historic Site 

Peace and love~Kat 
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Jacqui D 8/193

The energy lines or ley lines are the key here, i have felt this for many years and yes this is 
why churches, obelisks etc have been erected on these sights to stop the divine energy 
flowing through, it has been used for the negative for far to long and we need that divine 
energy flowing back to balance our Earth and for us which is our birth right and our Creators 
wishes to sustain life for which it was meant to be.

There is just one thing i would like to add before i go remember there are also ley lines 
within the large grid, these little known ones are just as important, so before you all go 
rushing off to Stonehenge, Egypt or any other such place study your local maps.

Astralwalker 8/192 Have patience. All the previous maps that we come across seem to have 
something missing. Most of them are based on good logic and then all of the sudden the 
pattern is lost. Perhaps, because many of the ancient sites are submerged underwater, and 
that is why there is no visible pattern. 

We have to start all over again. So it will take some time. 

Does anyone have a map of all the locations in the World where "they" had put obelisks on? 
- I’m interested to see the pattern of those on a planetary scale.

Please have in consideration that we are using very complicate calculations to determine 
and confirm is the site only ancient dwelling site or simple a part of ancient city, or the exact 
planetary chakra that we are searching for. 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/es...geometry_1.htm

http://www.earthmatrix.com/ancientsites02.html

Sometimes they are both. 
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Mudra 8/194

Here are some links to the obelisks of the world.
They can then be put in google maps for coordinates.

http://wikiwix.com/cache/?url=http:/...sk.htm#alllist

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/egypt/raising/world.html

http://www.masters-table.org/pagan/oblis.htm

Ancient and modern obelisks:
http://wapedia.mobi/en/Obelisk#1.

kindness
mudra 

Perseide 8/198 8/199
Maybe my views are simplists but did anybody try to apply the flower of life on earth grid and 
see if some important points fits the flower of life pattern?

Maybe the Fruit of life would be better with the Metatron cube, it's a 3d concept wich can be 
contained in a sphere. According to Drunvalo all matter comes from this... why earth would 
be different?

Respect
Alexandre 

Here is the fruit of life...
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Astralwalker 9/206

Perseide

I had downloaded the Google energy grid that you posted on the last image, about a year 
ago. 

It’s not good my friend. I was working on something similar about year ago and when I had 
installed the software I saw that is totally worthless. 

Even the Great Pyramid if I recall right, was not on even one of those lay lines.

They probably release those false maps on purpose. 

Anyway, thanks for your effort to help. I really appreciate. 

Regards,
Astralwalker 
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Astralwalker 9/204

I had marked some Earth’s locations that are potentially part of the ancient grid and have 
spent the whole day checking the geometry, the math and the correlation between those 
ancient sites. I wanted to see if they were deliberately built on energetic points or not. I 
communicated with few people who had done this kind of research but truly the feedback 
was mostly already known by me. 

I didn’t succeed to reach Carl Munck, it’s his life work after all, and he is among the best in 
the field. We hope we will establish a communication with him soon. 
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Also I have visited many web pages that deal with advanced research about this planetary 
geometry, from Star Tetrahedron grid, 19.47 degrees Hyperdimensional physics, Fibonacci 
sequence calculations from a certain ancient site etc., and concluded that we can indeed 
use some of this basic list of locations:

Uluru/Ayers Rock - Australia 
Angkor Wat – Cambodia
Shaanxi Pyramids – China 
Stonehenge UK
Avebury UK
Shaanxi Pyramids – China 
Pyramids of Guimar – Spain
Pyramid of the Sun – Bosnia
Great Pyramid in Giza,
Machu Picchu - Peru
Caral Pyramid – Peru
Pueblo Bonito – US
Monks Mound – US
El Castilo Yucatan
Tikal – Guatemala
Teotihuacan Pyramid Mexico
The Pyramid of Cuicuilco
Great Pyramid of Cholula 
Easter Island

Also I have detected something that indicates that there is a hidden energetic pattern but I 
can not confirm that in this moment. I will continue to search for new ways to map the 
invisible power grid but I suspect the final result will be on the same planetary points where 
they already had put their Obelisks. 

I will also try to find a pattern in the magnetic anomalies in the available record of satellite 
images. 
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The Nexus Meditation 
Project

Global Reach

Samarkis:

 Astralwalker and I have been 
discussing this. All that would like to go 
to a specific Point on the grid,once 
points are picked may contact me by 
private msging in Avalon or by my E-
mail at Samarkis@yahoo.com. Pls put 
Astralwalker in the subject line so I know right away this is for the Chakra point meditations.

In Joy and Hope and great Love,

Sara

Astralwalker 7/156

Everyone who feels that we should do this, please contact Sara via e-mail or by pm in 
Avalon.

Lets transform this planet from a place of terror, guns, politics and destruction to a place of 
Light.

All the Obelisks that are blocking the energy of our Mother Earth will be removed. No 
Illuminati, no NWO is going to be allowed. 

We are not giving this planet, we have awakened from a long sleep and we are putting an 
end to this masquerade once and for all.
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And don’t worry; humanity has many friends out there, who will stand on our side. 

We are not alone in this, but we as humans, have to do this by ourselves.

Remember that we do not have a human factor as our ultimate enemy, but some self 
pronounced Elite which in fact is not pulling the strings but it’s manipulated by 
multidimensional beings of great evil that are behind the scene. It goes deeper then those 
multidimensional beings but the Nexus will take care of it. We have of take care of this.

So, common people, in military, in police, in politics, in nasa, esa, everywhere, wake up, 
step forward and help us do this. 

Its time that we make a turn!

This world is dying and if we do not do something about this we are all…

We can do this people; I believe that there is even a chance that we can stop the future. 

Do you remember…if you change just a minor portion of a fractal it keeps repeating the 
new pattern to infinity? 

They are showing us this all over and over again in the crop formations but we just don’t 
want to see what they are teaching us. But I am listening and so thousands more. And 
more important we are starting to understand! 

We are living in a Hologram…not just it contracts in a fractal manner towards infinitely small 
but it also radiates and expends to infinitely Large. 

The same is with Time. If we can influence a water molecule just with our thoughts we can 
influence the coming events with our thoughts. 

But only if we unite! 
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Astralwalker 9/204
I had long conversation with my friend from Canada (Nick name: PhiedPiper - the audio 
engineer) who is also very experienced in these issues and we concluded that for a start, 
this is probably one of the best solutions how the planetary meditation can be achieved with 
the great result.

I have to mention that I’m still strongly oriented that the power of our consciousness will be 
drastically increased when we will be physically present on places where the planetary 
energy is strongest.

there is a difference in the generated psi-energy wave when thousand human beings 
meditating together on one spot, and single generated psi-energy charges that are coming 
from thousands of separate places.

We have also discussed in great detail how we can avoid this weakness, and we  came to 
the same conclusion – we are going to use music.

We are living in a Universe that has dynamic rhythm, a Universe which in fact is some 
kind of Hologram where everything contracts and expands, pulsates, where atoms 
are more then 99,99999999% hollow and where mostly the energies are travelling 
through sound and light. 

Including thoughts. 

So we are going to use sound to connect all of us into one giant rhythm of 
consciousness with the purpose to make positive changes in the planetary fractal 
Matrix. 

My friend, will make an hour sound file (if any of you is an audio engineer you can check the 
file) that has to be played everywhere, where the planetary meditation will be performed. 

If it will be a larger group of people meditating in some closed stadium or a single individual 
at home …the same music can do the “magic”!

Its like we all listening to a new planetary radio channel. 

The music will be wonderful and suitable for meditation but it will also contain low alpha/high 
theta sound in the background. 

In fact it will be 7.83 Hz Schumann Resonance high theta binaural beat. 
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It will help us tune better into the Planetary Psionic Field.

Please have in consideration that all this in developing stage, and it have to be discussed 
with others and this can be altered.

But if agreed, by everyone, my friend can make the audio file we are talking about and 
provide a link from where the file can be download for free. 

I hope he will tune in and explain this also. 

The date can be set on 8th Feb 2009. It is Sunday. People are mostly free on weekends and 
we can gather most. 

We considered 9 Feb 2009 because its full moon and the Maya Council is performing their 
meditation so we could all tuned into, but its Monday and many people are at work then. 
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That is why we think its good idea on 8 Feb 2009.

The starting time can be 7 PM Eastern European Time since that should work out to 12noon 
Eastern North America Time and 9am Western North America Time, which should be most 
convenient for everyone in the areas most likely to be participating. 

If agreed by most of people, I will explain how the meditation can be performed. I will try to 
create as simple as possible and the most powerful possible. 

The Audio engineer will make the audio file lasting 1 hour.
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Sanat 11/272
There is always a chance of things being misunderstood. I share from my perspective, and I 
do not disagree that responsibility is very important. But I do not support the notion that 
there is a great chance that this whole thing will "go to hell", because that is simply not how I 
feel it to be. I feel that everything is moving along according to plan, and as more and more 
people wake up, the real changes will come about naturally in concordance with that 
awakening. Love should be the motivator, and not fear of "what if"... 

Without an increase in Level of Consciousness, change is only on the surface. .... we need 
to trust in the process. I am all for mass meditation and meditation in general. And I am very 
happy to be part of that of course. Cleaning up the dirt inside is the most important. True or 
false?

 Every Lightworker came here with the intention of taking in and transmuting some of the 
collective darkness into Light. This is taking responsibility in my eyes. You can do this right 
where you are at all times. That is the beauty of it. You don't have to "go anywhere" to do it.

Here is my take on meditation:

Remember that meditation is not so much of a "doing" as of a "being". The posture does not 
matter much as long as you are comfortable and your back is straight. Being comfortable is 
the most important. You need back support. Sitting on a couch or use pillows against the 
wall. Whatever makes you feel relaxed and comfortable.

Meditation is not about "achieving" something. Believing that can be a hinderance. It is more 
about preparing the ground for silence to happen. There are only good meditation. Don't 
judge the process. Meditation is the start of a journey that goes ever deeper inside. Most 
likely you will have to go through many layers of all sort of accumulated and chaotic mess 
before any real and lasting silence can be experienced. If you are touched by the grace of 
Silence be happy for that moment, but also be prapered for a lot of repressed stuff coming 
up and being processed out of the system. 

Meditation is not about forcing oneself to sit in silence. This is impossible because the mind 
is to strong. It is more of a gradual process of withdrawing our involvment from the chaotic 
mind, ups/downs, and thought-noise. This non-interference allows the mind to cleanse itself. 
Real and lasting divine Silence is first "achieved" when the mind is totally clean. Be prepared 
for a lot of chaos in the beginning as things start to surface. This is actually a sign that you 
are "succeeding". Meditation is also not something to do just one hour of the day. That is just 
to get to know the "observer-mode" in a safe environment. The observer-mode should be 
practiced as much as possible at all waking hours. It should be integrated more and more 
into your life. Thats when real changes will occur as you become more and more aware. 
When clear insights come up it is also important to act on them even if your mind makes you 
doubt. You will be tested in many ways that is for sure. That is when most people shy off 
from the whole thing. When the New really starts to manifest into your life and the old breaks 
down.

In the Light,
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Galaxy Girl 17/416

Quantum Breath

With all the talk about the importance of meditation in preparing for the Nexus Event, I 
realize that no one has yet mentioned the Quantum Breathing described by JAMES in 
his PC interview posted there on Dec. 5th. Here's a short description of it in case 
you've missed it:

Quote:

Quantum Pause is a simple, four-stage process beginning with an in-breath of anywhere 
between three and six counts, depending on your lung capacity, posture, and degree of 
privacy. After you have gathered in your breath, breathing through your nose, you hold it 
(pause) for an equal count, and then exhale through your mouth, again, for the same 
count, and then hold (pause) for the same count.

The breath pattern is described below using an example of a four count. The key is to 
maintain symmetry in each of the four segments of the process. If you are using a three 
count, apply it equally in each segment. It is not essential that you monitor this with 
precision, instead, apply a casual monitoring of your time for each segment and keep a 
consistency to the flow. 
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Quote:

One cycle is described above, and it is recommended to do three to four cycles in a row 
and then return to normal breathing. This “normal” breathing period is called the 
Consolidation period. Keep your eyes closed throughout the process and sit with your 
back straight in a comfortable position, both feet on the ground. When you begin your 
consolidation period, it is a time for you to bring focus and all of your attention to those 
things that bubble to the surface of your consciousness, knowing that these arise for a 
reason. This is an excellent time to apply the Six Heart Virtues (appreciation, compassion, 
forgiveness, humility, valor, and understanding) to any thought or feeling that manifests.

This consolidation period usually lasts about three to five minutes, but there are no set 
time limits. Use your intuition to guide this period of time. Generally, each repetition of the 
consolidation, and usually there are four or five, becomes less crowded with thoughts or 
feelings, and by the time you enter the final consolidation period you have emptied 
yourself of thoughts and feelings and entered the quantum domain.

The diagram below depicts a typical session of Quantum Pause. Notice there are three 
cycles of the breath and then a consolidation period in this particular example. This 
repeats four times. You can have as many as five cycles of breath interspersed with 
consolidation periods, again, symmetry is important. 
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There are some other very useful tips on using the Quantum Breathing that you can 
read about in the PC article found at:

http://www.projectcamelot.net/james_..._integral.html

I've been using the Quantum Breathing now for a month and have experienced an 
incredible acceleration and atunement with my Sovereign Integral self:

I was about 2+ weeks into my 3-week QB experiment when I found this thread and felt 
such an ignition when I first read the first pages.
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The Quantum Breathing is so simple but really profound . . . and I say this as a 25 
year mediator. I think the focus on attuning to the Sovereign Integral with the 
intention of transcending the confinement of the matrix is probably what makes it so 
powerful. 

The first week that I began using it during my regular daytime meditation, I went into 
this incredibly blissful place after the four rounds of breathing. 

Then I found myself waking in the night and feeling upset because of being 
awakened. So I just did the QB sequence and put myself back to sleep . . . again, right 
into the bliss. For about three nights I did this waking up thing and I finally realized 
that I was waking up so that I could do the QB and experience being in the bliss 
energy all night. 
GG

.

The starting time can be 7 PM Eastern European Time since that should work out to 12noon 
Eastern North America Time and 9am Western North America Time, which should be most 
convenient for everyone in the areas most likely to be participating. 

If agreed by most of people, I will explain how the meditation can be performed. I will try to 
create as simple as possible and the most powerful possible. 
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Geomusic

 Connects Geometry With Sacred Sites

Astralwalker  7/168
Now let’s get  
back to 
Mr.James Paul 
Furia - Geomusic 
expert! 

Geomusic is a 
formula 
connecting 
geometry with 
sacred sites,  
earth measures 
and music 
knowledge.

Inspired by the 
research of Carl  
Munck, 
researcher and 
composer James 
Paul Furia 
demonstrates a 
relationship between the notes of the musical scale, the locations and shapes of hundreds of  
ancient monuments, and the exact distance and location of stars, planets and constellations.  
Furia combines the art of music, mathematics, astronomy, the study of the pyramids and 
ancient cultures revealing stunning correlations between colour, frequency, physics and 
consciousness. His program reveals a glimpse of the interconnectedness of everything in 
our reality reflected in our awareness, our ideas, how we express ourselves and shape the 
world around us.

In the link bellow you can see video file of his work. He is musician and composer but he has 
some extreme powerful leads that humanity can use in the constructive purpose if can 
understand and utilize the true meaning behind between sacred geometry (the correct  
location on the planetary grid) and the sacred sound. 
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In the Part 1 if interested you can see his presentation: 

http://maya12-21-2012.com/2012forum/..._next=next#new

I also have a friend in Canada who is audio engineer and who is building something 
remarkable on the same Geomusic formula principles as respected James Paul Furia.

He is working on something called a harmonic lattice, the first prototype of which will cross 
the tactile, auditory, and visual sensory bands. The periods of the waveforms will be 
phaselocked and the intervals will all be tuned to whole number ratios, none of this Equal  
Temperament nonsense. 

It's not exactly the same as Pythagorean tuning or Just Intonation, and he had to work his 
own system out from something called a Lambdoma Matrix, all the intervals can be found in 
a 16x16 matrix, except for the illustrious tritone (if you know the history), it tunes interestingly  
enough best to the square root of 2. 

The frequencies in the tactile and auditory vibrations correlate to colours in the visual band,  
whereby violet wraps around back to red so that all frequencies have a unique hue. 

Some auditory parameters correspond to texture (ie a sawtooth waveform would have a 
rougher texture, square less, sine would be very smooth), while other parameters like 
numbers of notes played, spacing, correspond to visual geometries in 2D and 3D. 

He had a near death experience, and he calls it total synesthesia. He was astraly travel to 
the center of the Milky Way and before he reached Sgr * (Sagittarius) he was stop by higher  
intelligence and explained that he had to go back to Earth to do some important things 
concerning 2012 Nexus scenario.
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We discussed many aspects of the coming events and we agree in more then 98% of them. 

I have seen his sound laboratory, the presentation that he gave me and the ideas that his  
work is trying to accomplish. I can conclude that it's impressive and that he will finish this  
technology on time. 

His work also included using high-tech to induce controlled ESP and out of the body 
experience. In other words to use latest technology like retinal display imaging or video 
glasses for visual, in-ear reference monitors for audio, and say a chair with sub -woofers  
built directly into the frame, so someone would not have just a virtual reality experience, but  
a fully conscious out-of-body experience. An Astral excursion can be used to bring 
important input from the higher planes of existence. And to be functional every time when 
this technology is used. 

But this is just a small range of his ideas. 

He is targeting something on a planetary scale something that has to do with the correct  
planetary locations found byCarl Munck in his work known as The Code.

So we have a few top audio engineers, who understand the purpose and can create the 
necessary audio frequency which is needed. 

Let’s go on…

Using the best of what the pineal gland can provide, a single group will have to convert this  
energy into a clean Light. A strong beam of blue-white light filled with creative emotions of  
love and harmony and directed as protection of GAYA, will have to penetrate the Earth’s  
surface and reach the highest point in the Earth’s atmosphere.
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Phied Piper

Phied Piper: 7/168

Hi everyone. I am the engineer mentioned by Astralwalker. 

There have been attempts to find a central starting place for this project for quite some time 
now. Many preliminary projects have gone into gathering the needed elements to come 
together, many of which have yet to happen. 

This is no concern. Some of us are operating out of linear time now in certain senses, we 
know we have a very good shot at this. 

At any moment along our way there, one by one people will reach the point where 
something hits them hard in the heart, causing the heartbeat to increase, you can feel a little 
dizzy or lightheaded. This is when you realize this is all very real, it's happening.

 We are not going to be fighting anyone. We are going to be working to restore the earth 
or to leave it. The technologies being developed can work equally well to both.

I would like to start slowly for now, get to know others. I want everyone to know who reads 
here that they are just as important as everyone else in this process, and everyone can help 
out. In fact, everyone has a unique and crucial role to serve, and we can't do without 
anyone. In such events we would always have to readapt to a modification to the plan.

There are people like myself who have trained and have been trained their whole lives for 
something like this specifically, there are so many stories to tell. It will not be without 
obstacles. But it can be done.

After this introductory post, I'll try to reread the parts that concern me (and James for that 
matter) the most and see what might be the best way to explain  to everyone what is going 
on here and how people can help out.

I have to bring in a lot of texts from previous projects, including one I considered to be a 
direct previous project to this one, a phase 1 where this is a phase 2 project. The previous 
project took almost 5 years.

Just so everyone is sure - yes this is real, something is really going to come of this. If 
it were allowed, I would even consider calling IT Project Avalon, if any of you have ever seen 
the movie Avalon, this is the exact same idea - we are escaping to class Real, in one way or 
another.

We'll try to move forward piece by piece at a time, I don't have the photo stock astralwalker 
does so my posts can get a little lengthy, so I will try breaking them up more often after this. 
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I will have however many sets of audiofiles from 2009 and onwards I would like to share. 

I can tell you you can trust these files; they will be designed to balance and enhance many 
mental functions to assist people to become primed for some of the more exciting 
events/experiments in the times to come. 

There are no ethical concerns in these thanks to previous preliminary studies - it's a way of 
working our way up to some of the most amazing experiences imaginable and everything 
leading up to them will be made of the same materials the large scale experiences will be 
made of. 

Later I may introduce audiovisual files as well, and for those that understand multichannel 
audio and can send a separate channel to sub, then audio-visual-tactile files in the end. But 
it is more likely the latter of experiments will be done in clinics and in festival workshops in 
the summers.

The one thing we will always promise is that although we will be causing people to leave 
temporarily, no one will ever be trapped outside of their bodies when they want to come 
back. All materials will contain the means to ensure a safe return.

However, if things happen and the time comes to send people off without coming back, 
experienced guides will always be provided to accompany what I could call the "early boats". 
No one will ever have to leave alone. 

Many groups are concentrating their efforts together towards a safe means for astral travel 
for all. A portal through the astral planes will be preserved until the very end. In all likelihood 
the main departures, if necessary, will happen when the rays arrive. This is the energy that is 
needed to catapult the masses through.

I still have hopes this will not be necessary but it is looking more and more as though this 
will be the case. We will abandon an earth destined to "reset" those it needs to reset after 
we are gone, save a few.

There is still a possibility we can use these same technologies, as I say, to heal the earth 
itself, but it is certain people who are the main concern between the two possibilities, not 
whether or not it is actually possible to heal the earth. It is - we just may not be allowed to 
when we begin trying to rule out that possibility first.

We will see, but in the meantime, there are many more preliminary details to discuss before 
we go into the heart of the matter.

Take care all,

Phied Piper 
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PhiedPiper 8/185

Hi again,

I just saw one point I'd like to clarify on, since I've talked with Astralwalker quite a bit. I don't 
think he believed we would die from gamma ray exposure (or even moving celestial body 
influence for that matter) unless we did nothing.

I will be taking some time to explain some of my theories as to the science behind these 
matters, but suffice it to say for now - it is precisely by organizing such an effort, that we can 
ensure that nothing happens aside from two possible outcomes, both desirable.

The other point is this - this is much much more than a group meditation. There have been 
many of those in the past and while they are quite effective, there is a way to greatly amplify 
their potential and this is what we are working on.

The amplification requires synchronization. It is possible to synchronize the brainwaves of all 
participants using the right sensory stimuli and networking technology. What we will be 
experimenting with over the next few years is the easiest way to do this that is still 
sufficiently effective. There will be back-up plans and relocation programs just in case, but 
the ideal plan A will require very little from most people. The important thing is to achieve 
critical mass, and to do this, the most important aspect will be to do our best to scientifically 
prove why this is necessary and why it will work.

Meanwhile we will be able to explain some of the fundamentals and things we can do in the 
meantime to prime ourselves. I for one have been going through extensive changes to the 
way I operate in reality and have certainly felt the difference. 

It might become more clear once I release the first experimental files - they will sound like 
deep ambient music for meditation. But the encodings will be designed in a very particular 
way so as to have an effect like nothing that has been created before. They are the result of 
new models I have came up with in some advanced courses I am taking towards this goal 
above all else.

So these are my two primary objectives while Astralwalker continues to supply missing 
puzzle pieces:

1) explain priming and how to achieve optimal physical, psychological, and spiritual 
cleansing

2) achieve the objective of the first batch of experimental files - affect repeatable OBE's in all 
subjects who have qualified as "primed"

This having been said, the files won't be released until they are already proven effective for 
myself, Astralwalker, and whoever else cares to join us to organize and promote this project. 
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But to see the exciting prospect here - just try to visualize what it would be like when the 
time comes - the earth grid activated by possibly millions of us synchronized in collective 
consciousness around the earth - the harmonic waves radiating off of the planet to either 
avert disaster or catapult us into new dimensional experience, all depending on what had 
been planned for us by "Prime Creator" (or whatever name you care to use).

take care everyone,

Phied Piper 

Phied Piper 8/186 

On a much different note, I have to say that a very similar, though much weaker technique, 
was used not too long ago under the name "Fire the Grid". I don't know how many of you 
know the truth of that effort, but it was certainly not an honest effort to improve our situation 
at all, let's say. 

Many got a distinctly "bad feeling" from that project, but the only good news is that it goes to 
show that usage of the grid can work both ways, so ironically it did serve to give evidence to 
the fact that what we are proposing is more than just possible, it has already been 
accomplished successfully once before.

I would not like to lower the vibration of this thread by getting too much more into the details 
of the ulteriormotives of that effort, but any of those curious can research what other major 
event happens exactly at that same time, mid-July, and they will have their answer.

take care 
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PhiedPiper 9/211 I had a quick item for discussion with others willing before proceeding.

This is a huge issue that came up recently in some of my other work. It really makes all the 
difference to have everyone try and consider their standpoint here.

I am wondering how many people at one point or another, were made to be convinced in 
one way or another that something was going to happen (keyword) *automatically* in 2012.

I have reason to believe there was quite a bit of disinformation being spread to suggest this 
was the case, when in fact I must argue that if we had all waited for something to happen, 
nothing would have.

Many other sources are indicating that the "event" is not located in a fixed point in time, and 
it is by actively working towards it together that we "pull" the event closer to us in time than it 
would have been otherwise. To do nothing or even to have regressed as a society, the event 
would be infinitely far away in the future, but by truly progressing, we will be bringing the 
event closer to us just as we, in a sense, move linearly towards it.

The key concept is the quality and degree of organization of information. We'll be working on 
rehashing an older project here, the one that preceeded this one, that has to do with 
understanding the difference between perceiving reality in terms of a duality (i.e. "good" and 
"bad", etc.) or in terms of a singularity (i.e. moving "towards the welcome" and "away from 
the unwelcome without looking back"), and how impossibly huge a difference switching to 
the latter actually makes.

In fact, I will go as far as to say it is absolutely crucial that everyone understand how to 
perceive reality in terms of a singularity, and that this trend gain in popularity extremely 
quickly as the benefits become corroborated more and more. In the transition phase, it will 
be important for people who have already made the transition, or are having difficulty 
holding the transition, to remember that since there would still be people out there believing 
in reality as being a duality, they would be still manifesting that kind of a reality, meaning that 
they would be co-creating roughly 50% of each side of the duality just as much.

Remember that to operate in a singularity will at first mean to be walking away from 
something, but eventually there will be nothing left to walk away from anymore, it will 
become an entirely new paradigm for reality. The key concept here is that this type of a 
scenario means that it is not at all about fighting against something, it is about working 
together to create a mass alternative system that is increasingly all-encompassing. It really 
is possible, as more and more people have had enough of the dichotomy/duality system that 
really just doesn't make any sense to our evolving minds.

If anyone is confused please say so and I will take all the time I can to elaborate and give 
examples. 

This is the key mental notion to embed into the meditations and it will have an extremely 
powerful effect - try to imagine everything we are proposing so far, together.
take care everyone 
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PhiedPiper 9/220

We are working with a new idea that will allow us to home in on a particular node/site 
depending on where in the world we live. This means that as the monthly meditations 
develop, as soon as the technical details are worked out, we may try to produce different 
files for each of the regional zones that we end up with. In the warmer months, people would 
still be encouraged to travel to their nearest site, as the project grows we might be able to 
use this as a method for having "hubs" to corrale the energy coming in from elsewhere in the 
area and redirect it up into the grid.

The Schumann resonance is the fundamental that will apply to all files, it is our basic 
"starting point". The way it relates to 432Hz and the Solfeggio Tones (of which, as a 
musician, I was finally able to determine the fundamental for) will be worked out over the first 
set of files. This is why we are hoping for participation and especially feedback.

If on a given month you feel a file is particularly effective, be sure to mention it! We will be 
trying a number of different systems and feedback is the only way to start to navigate a path 
as to the optimal method and means to effect these time-shifting meditations.

If all goes well, a ways further down the road I will be doing additional clininal experiments to 
verify EEG and other biofeedback data on all the files gathered up to that point, to double-
check against any and all feedback those of you participating are kind enough to leave in the 
thread.

Together we can make this a truly effective project that never loses steam and really gets 
everyone inspired - this is not any"one"s project - it's the world's project.

The energies involved will be very real and will certainly lead us to whichever of the possible 
paths we end up on. Of course it is not our efforts alone that will decide this, but the joining 
together of many different efforts from all around the globe.

We are only one such effort, perhaps the first many have been exposed to here, but I assure 
you there are many other events that have been and will continue to lead up to a very large 
scale and coordinated effort.

For example, Astralwalker and I came across one another totally by chance, and recently 
enough - only about a month ago.

For the longest time I was trying to find someone else who was as determined and inspired 
to do what we could to really put matters into the people of the worlds hands again. I was 
trying to look everywhere, the place we met was the most unlikely of places to be sure.

And then finally when I was about ready to give up I came across someone who was as 
determined as I was. 
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It is the web of consciousness that is making these connections happen, and they will 
continue for us all.

I must say one thing before getting into singularity theory a little more deeply (I want to do 
the topic justice and will really take my time with that post in the way Astralwalker most 
kindly does with his):

We must all no longer let the darkness of the world pervade our minds, keep us thinking, our 
minds racing at night, wondering what will happen. The tactic being used is perpetual 
reinforcing of fear. 

Even when we think we have it out of our minds, it might not really be. It can come sneaking 
back in when we are not paying attention - the worry. And as it amplifies we create more and 
more of it in our manifested reality. So this is certainly not the way.

This is the best brief example I could make for singularity theory before really, really getting 
into it. The metaphor of walking towards the "welcome" and away from the "unwelcome" 
works perfectly for this.

This is not to say to be naive about the darkness, we must know of it and keep an eye on it 
(even if it is the eyes in the back of the head and no more, so to speak). But it is very 
important that we do not dwell on it in our own minds.

By the same token, it is important not to overtly try to reinforce the light in an unnatural way. 
I see forums and places where I get a weird feeling because too much reinforcement of 
positivity is made to the point where it is no longer even justified. I am not saying there is 
anything wrong with light, but just hear me out...

Singularity Theory 

Singularity theory does not work in terms of light and darkness. Think perhaps, instead, of 
music, art. Imagine going inside of it. Into a world of expression, emotion, certainly, but a 
realm much more saturated than simple expressions of duality/dichotomy. I am of course not 
talking about the formulaic, manufactured modern world of music, that tries to evoke specific 
emotions of empty sadness or empty upbeat happiness, but I am sure most of you know the 
difference.
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There is only one "conspiracy theory" that is of the utmost significance - it is the one of the 
gradual waning of overall individual creative energy in the 20th century. 

Don't get me wrong, there have been still so many bursts of talent, genius, and true 
creativity in many areas all through the century and into the 21st, but remember that the 
population has also doubled or tripled!

It seems like the raw creativity has followed a straight line when it should have grown as 
well. This can be proven mainly when considering the reaction of artists to the many more 
large scale atrocities - we began to turn much of our art into commentary as to the state of 
our times. This is much different than when art and music exists in its abstract form, for its 
own sake, without commenting on anything.

Well, what I am really trying to say here is that we can reclaim the full amount of the flow of 
creativity energy through singularity theory. Following McKenna's TimeWave zero graph (if 
anyone does not know what I'm referring to, please say so and I will be sure to upload/link 
the graph), the last oppression of late 2008 gives way to an absolute breakthrough in the 
increase of novelty (remember, novelty is art and science/technology breakthrough 
combined), that has only one other slight upset in 2010.

This to me means that this recovery in the steady increase in novelty must have to do with 
the establishment of singularity theory in the collective consciousness, and all the abundant 
creation of art and music that will symbolize this amazing transition.

Because this is what is really happening, and it is my duty to show it in the February 
meditation file itself - we are going inside of our own expression, our own art and music, as 
time is modified by our own doing and we reclaim our full entry into a new paradigm for 
reality that was our original destiny.

Those who might have been afraid of entirely new parameters for reality might have tried to 
divert us from that course, but there was far too much inertia going back to many previous 
generations who left their monuments where they did and the clues for us, at least partially 
because they wanted the future civilization that passed through this time frame to have the 
best possible chance.

We will not let them down - the Tuatha de Danann, the Egyptians, the Hopi, the Mayans, the 
makers of the crop circles even, and all the other amazing civilizations and entities that 
contributed towards what is coming together for the people of our world
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Think about it this way - with singularity theory, you are not necessarily walking so simply 
"into the light", and "away from the darkness" - this actually keeps us trapped because at the 
lowest levels of our mental programming, we are still thinking in terms of opposites and 
duality.

We are instead moving away from the greatly exaggerated concept of "light and darkness" 
altogether, and moving into the *colour*, and yes we will have to reinvent the way we use 
our languages to represent this shift in paradigm (you can start now if you carefully monitor 
the way you use your language(s)).

We are moving into a foundation for reality that understands that the rotation of the planet, 
both in relation to the sun and around the sun, and the moon, is the time of *these objects*, 
not us. We can define our sense of time relative to these objects in one sense, but we can 
also let go of our sense of time in another - these objects are bound to "linear time", not us!

When we fully integrate into the reality where we understand that time does not truly exist for 
us, and never will, we will have fully made our transition.

In the meantime, we will continue to improve the intensity of these specially constructed 
meditation files to allow us all together to experience increasingly potent doses of altered 
time together, as many-within-one. 
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Astralwalker 10/226

Hey PhiedPiper,

I see your points loud and clear, my friend. They are brilliant as always. Thanks for shearing. 
I really appreciate. 

I believe that the primary lesson for all of us is to understand that all this we are trying to do 
here is a team work. We are all ONE and we are all brilliant in our own way. What you 
talking about, is above the duality perception and I agree with you totally. The true nature of 
all existence is visible only when you are apart from the duality. Only then you start to see 
the pattern in Creator’s manifestations. 

But in my humble opinion, to reach that point of clarity and observation you first have to 
transform yourself through Light. 

Thanks Buddy! I really appreciate.

Astralwaker 

Perseide 10/227

I was wondering PhiedPiper, are you using James Paul Furia's work?
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PhiedPiper 10/228

Perseide, yes, I am definitely going to be following Furia and Monck's work particularly the 
432 standard, there is an essential astronomical aspect to this that has to do with the crucial 
major 3rd between the Om and Kung frequencies (earth and platonic years), which both of 
course resolve to right around A=432Hz.

http://www.planetware.de/octave/earthyear.html

http://www.planetware.de/octave/earthplato.html

You will notice the mention of Aquarius for the Kung/Platonic Year frequency - this is the 
catalytical frequency when the rest is right. 

I hope other people can feel the excitement I do!!! It's the energy of what's going to be 
happening all by itself, something we can all soon "walk into", so to speak. 

"According to Hinduistic and Tibetan tradition this is the point of cosmic unity with god,  
center of divine inspiration and supramental intuition. Holding a tuning fork with 172,06 Hz to  
this point will activate the crown."

I am also using a lot of original work as I have been working on this stuff in a lab for years 
now, I am preparing my first research paper on the matter at the moment that is a little 
technical to post but discusses a variety of new models for these types of meditations and 
basically all types of 21st century novel art/music forms (i'm anticipating a wealth of different 
kinds of synaesthetic art pretty much).

I don't want to have people be waiting too long so I'll be getting to work in the new year, but 
I'll keep checking in and be sure to post any major updates.

So I hope you saw what I meant about the light thing Astralwalker I really don't want to be 
ambiguous!  Hopefully it's more clear now!

take care everyone 
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PhiedPiper 10/228

I realized after a long time in my frequency research that the missing element I was 
forgetting was the "indirect" transition through roy-g-biv spectral light and into white light, not 
directly to white light. I realized this was key (for any of you doing white light meditation, as 
is a very strongly reinforced and deeply taught technique in the meditation courses I have 
practiced for about 10 years, if you look carefully when you know you've mastered a white 
light meditation, you will be sure to notice a vibratory "corona" of roy-g-biv light "between" 
you and the white light, with violet closest to the white, and red closest to you! it's true! even 
if it was too faint to notice before, it will become much more noticeable once you are 
concentrating on it).

So from then on I always wondered, sure, a prism can refract white light into coloured light, 
but is there a way to do the opposite - turns out there is!

So I realized what I thought was a huge secret - if we are focusing within the correct spectral 
code through a "reversed" vibratory prism, we will be achieving exactly this!

I realize it is very complicated to explain in detail, and besides most of it is still in my head in 
the abstract form. But I see it coming together, there is a way to make this "code" practical 
and not simply proof that the ancients knew what they were doing.

By focusing on colour in the right sense we will walk into the light of singularity. I hope you 
see what I mean Astralwalker, this light is not "versus" anything. Darkness is a world apart of 
the place this formula, if correctly designed, can lead.

There is some part of the formula here, if it has not been posted already:

http://www.greatdreams.com/gem1.htm

Please look especially at the sections "Sine Waves" and "A Frequency of Light", together 
around the middle.

It turns out that the way of encoding the speed of light through air by way of the tangent is 
absolutely crucial in this regard, especially later when the visual and tactile overlays can be 
designed. I am basically dedicating myself almost completely (as much as possibly can be) 
to this effort.

I might try to prepare something much earlier than the date so we can start to send files 
around so people can do individual sessions and give feedback - if I have enough time I will 
do multiple improvements per month.
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I totally agree with you my friend. The same Source that gives direction to your Life Force 
Creativity is also steering my actions here in this plane of existence and beyond.

I’m totally aware that your skills are up to the task and that Divine Plan has put you 
through the exact life experiences needed to generate the necessary knowledge for all this. 

I’m happy that you are around and I trust you completely. 

Respect,
Astralwalker 
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Galaxy Girl 10/231

I live in Western North Carolina where the energy of the Smoky Mountains (oldest in the 
world) is very intense. The veil between dimensions is very thin in the region and it is possible 
to experience and see many natural phenomena. Here is an example from my friend 
1doorway, who lives not far from me. He is an amazing example of someone who works with 
these natural forces.

And then there is Michael Lightweaver, another good friend who lives near me at his Mountain Light Sanctuary:

http://www.mtnlightsanctuary.com/elves.htm
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PhiedPiper 12//286

Just to be sure I haven't added to any confusion with my own contributions so far:

1) Feb.8th is the first planned meditation

2) I will try to get the file for this out as soon as possible to collect feedback before the event 
and make alterations if recommended, but it will take me some time to prepare an hour-long 
file so it probably won't be done until the end of January-ish.

3) [NEW] I am hoping we can have some way to synchronize our clocks for this, so that we 
are all following the entrainment at the same time. Maybe we can synchronize to a single 
website that offers the exact time.

4) This first meditation file will likely not be different for anyone, it will be a single file for 
everyone. In the future, I am contemplating the idea of introducing regional file variations, 
but this can't be done until I work out the math. If the earth was a perfect sphere it would be 
much simpler, but since it is actually elliptical due to the force of rotation it makes things a bit 
more complicated.

5) We're going to try one every month and make them so effective that participation will grow 
every month. I'll also try modifying the techniques used in at least one way and rely on 
feedback at first from regular participants (remember, you don't have to necessarily catch 
the group event, you just have to download the files every month and compare them as they 
start to add up, maintaining your "favourite"). 

6) In the meantime we're going to try to really work with all this information collected here to 
map out something really practical, and not just lots of tidbits of knowledge that are hard to 
piece together.

7) To accomplish 6), everyone has free license to help. This is where the 2nd part of the 
team effort comes from (aside from participating in the meditation events and feedback).

Now that we definitely have a broad overview, let's try and focus in on stringing it all 
together. Good ways of doing this are:

- Short, point form sequences of condensed info

- Numbered info. in logical order

- Really addressing a particular area you have researched well all by itself
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PhiedPier 12/286

There are a few important things that keep coming back to my mind over and over again, 
that to me represent the biggest lessons I'm largely still working on in my 10 years (so far) of 
working towards actualization:

Above all:

1) It is simultaneously important that we do not feel there is a rush, and that we keep 
working towards this without letting it slacken, knowing that certainly, nothing is going to 
happen automatically, at the same time.

We move forward but in a casual and comfortable manner - happy to take the time we do to 
bring this forward.

I think it is a really really dangerous idea to think anything is going to happen "automatically", 
and I do not trust that the people spreading this idea know what they are really saying - I 
believe most of them have good intentions, but if there was any most central bit of 
disinformation thrust into this scene to completely neutralize it, this would be it.

To trust in some sort of "plan" that things would happen automatically - no, we have 
to work our way there together. The bright future we see ahead has everything to do 
with the willingness to pitch in together and accomplish a large scale project totally 
independently of "ownership" and "names" and all that.

I believe this is the real test for our part of mankind, to see if we can really believe this as the 
truth or prefer to just sit around feeling good about our progress spiritually or knowledge of 
what bad things are happening, and expect something to happen to fix everything 
automatically.

There are multiple futures possible, and without working towards the best one we will 
never have it. However by working towards it with too much urgency, we will also not 
have the best one - our project will not work as well when that kind of energy is mixed 
in.

Hopefully this message is clear, because unless we firmly establish these singular, balanced 
notions into the picture (and don't worry, we have all year to do it), we risk the project 
starting to tread water like so many efforts before it.

I have spent years studying why we have millions of different segregated efforts out there in 
the world, and the many people with good intentions are not coming together towards a 
single effort - yes, it is complex to organize, but the more important reason is that many of 
the projects are in some way or another still doing their thing within the old mental 
constructs.

If it begins with a "feeling", what we have done so far and the first meditation should 
hopefully accomplish this much.
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If it continues with formal definitions for the new paradigm of mindset, then we can try to get 
into that in the meantime before the first meditation and afterwards, as we continue to 
improve the files and grow participation.

I am so sure this is all about taking the time to get the project in earnest started slowly but 
deliberately - if we do it right it will feel very very different from everything that has come 
before it.

take care everyone 
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Phirefly 9/215

May I suggest, have you considered, in addition to binaural beats, utilizing some 
combination of the Solfeggio frequencies, incorporating the work of Len Horowitz, also Dan 
Winter, HeartMath Institute, and of course James with the Energetic Heart model?

That is to say, entrainment of the group brainwaves via Heart Rate Variability biofeedback 
loop.....for compassion creates the coherent waveform.
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Hollow Earth 

Doubts Expressed

Alchemikey 12/278

Thank you astral walker for sharing all the dots you have connected along with everyone else 
here who is contributing to this thread and seeking to help restore Mother Earth. I really feel 
like my whole life has led to what is forming right now and I feel 09 is going to be something 
special indeed

I resonated with the majority of what Astralwalker  has shared... I don't know about the hollow 
earth idea but i guess it makes sense with the 2 vortexes at the poles that there would be 
holes like a funnel , but i don't know if the earth needs to be hollow in order for the double 
vortex to stand true but that is not really that important to me...

I also don't know about the Sagittarius dwarf thing for i thought that was debunked shortly 
afterwards...but again that is not the main thrust of this thread and overall I agree with what 
has been put forth. 

The code, geomusic and the thorough explanation of remote viewing and astral traveling 
(Note - In Book One - available free here) was new to me and i greatly appreciate connecting 
those dots for me.

 My life has been leading me towards the use of sound in healing and and I just received 
some Fibonacci tuning forks from Santa which i am going to be experimenting with  using 
sacred geometry. I have experienced a spontaneous healing of my ruptured ear drum during 
a drumming circle so I know sound can heal and I can only imagine the beneficial possibilities 
of where this is headed.
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Below is a link called the rainbow serpent project which is based on similar ideas of 
activating the earth's chakra system:

http://www.rainbowserpent.co.uk/

I don't know if a website is being prepared for the gatherings or not butIfeel that it would 
make sense to have it's own website.. I am thinking Drunvalo could help spread the word as 
he has been in this line of work for some time...I am also thinking the entire Gaian 
community would be interested in this which is a fairly large group of like minded individuals

http://www.gaia.com

i am curious about why the number 777 and how that relates to all of this?

 i am also a little confused about the selecting of the current power spots of the 
earth...according to Drunvalo the grid is shifting and so wouldn't that mean that the power 
spots would be shifting to new places also? 

I think David Wilcock mentioned this as well in divine cosmos that as the earth moves into 
the next density there is also a shift from one platonic solid to another which changes where 
the nodes connect with the earth?

well thanks again for this thread....we can do it.

Answers Given 
Astralwalker 12/285

Respected Alchemikey

Quote:
i also don't know about the sagitarious dwarf thing for i thought that was debunked 
shortly afterwards... 

You do not need debunking. 

You can not expect NASA or ESA to confirm this to you, because it will turn out that they 
were either wrong all the time or either telling lies all this time. Just as the same with the 
structures on the Moon and Mars. 

They even live (leave) you to believe that the Great pyramid is the tallest in the world and 
there is no other like it, but only in China you have a region that has more then 70 pyramids 
and some larger then the one in the center of the world.

The list is long…so if they say they debunked it, it does not mean that is false. 
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When you ask why this is the case…they tell you…well you know, ESA and NASA are 
saying that this is the case, and they are experts you know. 

We have to stop relaying on what someone or some institution is claming. Most of the time 
the data is false. So we have to start checking the data for ourselves. Even if it means days 
of hard research and investigation. We can simple not trust those people. We have to find 
the answers for ourselves. 

Anyway this is not so important. The important thing is that no mater do we belong to MW or 
SDG the Nexus beams will surely reach us.

Quote:

I don't know about the hollow earth idea but i guess it makes sense with the 2 
vortexes at the poles that there would be holes like a funnel but i dont know if the 
earth needs to be hollow in order for the double vortex to stand true but that is not 
really that important to me... 
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The planet is alive. 

In the center there is a large shiny sphere which is the soul of our planet and it is what we 
call Gaia. 

It is creative intelligence that connects everything on the planet, not just on the physical 
dimension but in all other dimensions that exist. The planet is hollow and the shiny sphere is 
located in the center of ancient underground city known as Shambala. 

Everything that was presented about the structure of our planet is false, concerning crust, 
mantle, outer core and inner core is mostly false. In fact is not false, but deliberately false 
presented to the public. 

In basic, the public arena is conviced that the composition of our planet consist of four main 
layers: the crust, mantle, outer core and inner core. 

The crust is much thinner (0-30Km) than any of the other layers, and is composed of the 
least dense calcium (Ca) and sodium (Na) aluminum-silicate minerals. 

Most of the Earth's mass is in the mantle (30-2900Km), which is composed of iron (Fe), 
magnesium (Mg), aluminum (Al), silicon (Si), and oxygen (O) silicate compounds. In basic, 
the mantle is solid at over 1000 degrees C but can deform slowly in a plastic manner. 

The outer core (2900-5200Km) is composed mostly of iron (Fe) and about 10% of sulfur (S) 
and again, according to the scientists, it is so hot there that this layer is molten. The inner 
core (5200-6350Km) is under such extreme pressure that it remains solid (Fe). 

Which is false. Like most in our current belief systems. 

O…I forgot…Lava flows ???

In fact, the evidence had shown that the origin of the lava flows is so much closer to the 
surface of the planet than to the center of our planet. 
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Nevertheless, if you ask true scientist and he/she is honest, the reply will be: “We have 
accumulated more data about the surface of the Sun than the depth of the Earth!”

Which is only partly true, since the elite of the scientific community that work for Shadow 
Government knows all about this.

The truth is this...And how the time will go by, the more evidence will come about this:

A very advanced civilization, which is the keeper of the true knowledge existed and still 
exists in the center of our planet.

Our planet is alive. Its one giant organism but our five sense limitation blocks the awareness 
of our connection with the Gaia. 
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Earth is dynamic and vital. 

The Poles contract and expand. Just the same on other planets. It's not a theory it's a fact.

The light that is visible in the polar openings is so bright and strong that the only solid 
explanation is that is coming from deep inside the earth. 

In fact is so bright that the NASA airbrushing can not hide it. 
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http://www.nasa.gov/mov/133778main_FUV_640x480.mov
http://www.nasa.gov/mov/105423main_FUV_2005-01_v01.mov
http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000...en_640x480.mpg
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You can play with the pixels as much as you like, but the source of the light is so bright that 
is comparing to the brightness of the Sunlight … you can not darken the image because the 
light is extremely strong.
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(Note: One of the images Astralwalker used in this post was later questioned by "Dr Who" )

Dr Who 12/287 "The image of the astronaut's reflection is not the north pole opening, it's the 
reflection of the astronaut's face and the other astronaut taking the picture!
Bill "the Doctor" 
__________________
Oh look! Rocks! 
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NO GOOD>> 

Astralwalker 12/288:

Thanks. I really appreciate. 

Yap, I check it out. No good. I have put a red mark that the image is no good. 

It does not make a difference. I’m sure someone in NASA has much better images of North 
and South Pole Entrance. 

Who knows maybe we get lucky and that someone will decide to step forward and share 
them with us.

The same pattern is everywhere throughout our solar system but we are not seeing it 
because our belief system is blocking the view. 
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Quote:

I am curious about why the number 777 and how that relates to all of this? 
Respected friend. The number 777 is not included in Solfeggio Arpeggio 396 417 528 
639 741 852 963 in Music Composition and that is why most people consider it totally 
not important and think its nonsense. 

In fact, 99% of the people would say…yes! 

And that this number does not appear much anywhere because its nonsense!

Except in the signals from the galactic center.
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If you came across the discovery of Physics Professor Scott Hyman you will see what I 
mean.

In short once again: 

Dr. Hyman and his colleagues wrote in the science journal Nature that they had detected 
something very extraordinary at the center of our Milky Way Galaxy. While analyzing low 
frequency radio wave images taken by the Very Large Array telescope at Socorro, New 
Mexico in 2002, Dr. Hyman and his his fellow researchers detected an intermittent signal 
that seemed intelligently directed. 

The signal consisted of five highly energetic radio emissions of equal brightness that lasted 
10 minutes each and appeared every 77 minutes over a 7-hour period from September 30 to 
October 1.

77 minutes over a 7-hour period >> 777 a Hunab Ku hidden code.

My conclusion from what I have chance to study in this direction is that the number triple six 
is the code of the Ultimate Darkness and the number triple seven is the code of the Ultimate 
Light in this Universe. 

So, that is why I mentioned 777.
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Quote:

i am also a little confused about the selecting of the current power spots of the 
earth...according to drunvalo the grid is shifting and so wouldn't that mean that the 
power spots would be shifting to new places also? i think david wilcock mentioned 
this as well in divine cosmos that as the earth moves into the next density there is 
also a shift from one platonic solid to another which changes where the nodes 
connect with the earth? 

They are all great researchers. But they don’t have all the answers. None of us has all 
the answers. There is input that is missing to all of us, but I believe if the people unite 
we will figure it out together. In this moment, no one knows for sure.

But it will come in time. We are already working on it.

Regards,
Astralwalker
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Forum Reactions

Input And Answers

Sanat 11/256
I am all for global meditations etc. But I sense a kind of "panic vibe" on this thread that we 
must all "go overboard" and "do" all these things "before it is too late". 

I would like to remind everyone that everything is moving along according to pre-incarnative 
plan, endlessly supported by Spirit/Source. The Level of Mass Consciousness has made a 
giant leap this year. It is truly unprecedented. I have seen (and measured) the difference in 
so many people around me, many of which are totally unaware of what is going on, but they 
still move along according to their pre-incarnative plan. I have tried to sum up 2008 in this 
message. There is nothing "drastic" to be done in most cases. All one needs to "do" is to go 
with the flow of life as it is bound to take you where you planned to go if you do not put up 
too much resistance...

I really do not think that the StS aliens will be allowed to "astral kidnap" any Soul on this 
planet, if such a plan is even in motion any longer at all. The planet is surrounded by highly 
evolved Service to Others oriented ET's here to make sure everything goes according to 
plan. In addition to this, a relativly large percentage of the population are Wanderers (Star 
Seeds) and Lightworkers at this time (in different stages of awakening). Nothing is left to 
"coincidences" in the bigger scheme of things. There is nothing special that needs to be 
"done", and there is nowhere special where one need to "go". All one needs to "do" is to 
allow the awakening process to go as smoothly as possible. Understand where you are, and 
what time you are living in. This is no time for "worldy ambitions" and chasing "career". It is 
wakeup time. Become a "lucid dreamer" instead of a slave to the dream.

Everyone is being guided to where they are supposed to be, when they are supposed to be 
there. You are only as safe as you feel inside. Stay centered, calm and peaceful in the eye 
of the storm. The heat/Light will continue to increase as more and more people awaken. It is 
all orchestrated by Divine Providence - by Spirit/Source. All we need to do is play our little 
part in it and enjoy the show!
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Quote:

But I sense a kind of "panic vibe" on this thread that we must all "go overboard" 
and "do" all these things "before it is too late". 

Its not a panic vibe, its facing the real situation and dealing with it.

Quote:

I would like to remind everyone that everything is moving along according to pre-
incarnative plan, endlessly supported by Spirit/Source. The Level of Mass 
Consciousness has made a giant leap this year. 

True.

Quote:

There is nothing "drastic" to be done in most cases. All one needs to "do" is to go 
with the flow of life as it is bound to take you where you planned to go if you do not 
put up too much resistance... 

False. 

The Life Forms on this planet are starting to separate. 

Part is changing rapidly but also works drastically to adapt to this new vibrations. 

The second Part is sinking deeper and deeper into the mater. It is so attached to the 
old ways that those new energies are so incompatible that human being is not 
recognizing what is going on and he/she can not perceive clearly.

And…

there is a third Part…that thinks that everything is going to solve out by default, that 
there is nothing that we have to do, that we can just seat on our beautiful terrace chair 
and enjoy the panorama view.

Its like a huge amount of dirt and garbage before the building entrance. No one likes 
to clean it. Nobody wants to get his/her hands dirty. So let’s live that some naïve idiot 
to clean up the mess. 

I don’t think so. 

Its the responsibility of all of us to clean up the dirt and to make this a better place, 
because in the first place we are much responsible for the current situation. 
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Your point stands only in one case…that everything here is focused on Light and that we 
have no absolute presence of the Dark Intelligent Force. Which is not the case.

To date, more then 20,000 genuine crop circles have been delivered in sites across the 
world. 

Many of the crafts were taken down by Star Wars Laser weapons. 

Someone is risking much to get this information to us. 

They wouldn’t bother to risk coming to our plane of existence just to draw beautiful pictures 
in crops if everything would solved by default as you are suggesting.

If your inner being is telling you to relax, and enjoy the ride, because you are the first class 
passenger and the cleaners will clean up the dirt for you...I do not agree. 

Quote:
There is nothing special that needs to be "done", and there is nowhere special where 
one need to "go". 

I respect your choice and opinion. It’s your decision. I do not agree, but I respect it totally.

Quote:
You are only as safe as you feel inside. 

Absolutely True. 

But there is a component missing – Responsibility! 

Responsibility…for our planet and the Life forms that exist here. Or it was just a hotel and 
it’s not important, even if it demolished completely by the Dark Side and our own stupidity? 
There is a choice…you can either take part in the demolishing process or in the healing 
process. Or as I mentioned…third choice, you can stand aside and enjoy the show! 

Quote:
Everyone is being guided to where they are supposed to be, when they are supposed 
to be there. 

True. The "circumstances" you are speaking about have lead you here for some purpose. 
The missing part is that you do not recognize why the Matrix  brought you here. END
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Other Resources/Books
Since 2007 Editor Michael Knight's newsletter, "Earth Change Report" and his web site 
have been dedicated to researching information about Earth Changes - and how to prepare to 
survive for extended periods of time.
Michael Knight is the author of the two ebooks featured in these page footers 
"Earth Changes - Mind Matters"  
includes highly relevant information on the New World Order (the "Elite" as Astralwalker refers 
to them, and also details on how to use the mind to focus on and change the future.
"How To Survive..."  is exactly that - Earth Changes, Economic Depression and Martial Law - 
if not here right now, are looming on the very near horizon. These books are practical problem 
solvers..they look at the "problem" and bring you solutions. 
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